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In the functional approach to quantum chromodynamics, the properties of hadronic bound states are
accessible via covariant integral equations, e.g. the Bethe–Salpeter equation for mesons. In particular,
one has to deal with linear, homogeneous integral equations which, in sophisticated model setups, use
numerical representations of the solutions of other integral equations as part of their input. Analogously,
inhomogeneous equations can be constructed to obtain off-shell information in addition to bound-state
masses and other properties obtained from the covariant analogue to a wave function of the bound
state. These can be solved very eﬃciently using well-known matrix algorithms for eigenvalues (in the
homogeneous case) and the solution of linear systems (in the inhomogeneous case). We demonstrate
this by solving the homogeneous and inhomogeneous Bethe–Salpeter equations and ﬁnd, e.g. that for
the calculation of the mass spectrum it is as eﬃcient or even advantageous to use the inhomogeneous
equation as compared to the homogeneous. This is valuable insight, in particular for the study of baryons
in a three-quark setup and more involved systems.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The underlying quantum ﬁeld theory of the strong interaction
in the standard model of elementary particle physics is quantum
chromodynamics (QCD), a non-abelian gauge theory which deals
with elementary degrees of freedom called quarks and gluons [1].
A remarkable feature of QCD is asymptotic freedom, which means
that the running coupling of the theory is small in the high-energy
regime [2–4]. There, perturbation theory can be applied, and per-
turbative QCD has been well established in the high-energy do-
main, (e.g. [5] and references therein). At low energies, however,
perturbation theory is no longer applicable, since the value of the
running coupling increases to the order of 1. Since bound states are
intrinsically nonperturbative, corresponding methods have been
developed and used to investigate hadrons, the bound states of
quarks and gluons. We eclectically list a few references regarding
constituent quark models [6–10], effective ﬁeld theories [11–13],
lattice-regularized QCD [14–19], QCD sum rules [20–25], and the
renormalization-group approach to QCD [26,27] (always see also
references therein).
Another remarkable property closely related to bound states
is the so-called conﬁnement of quarks and gluons. It entails that
only objects like hadrons, where the color charges carried by the
elementary degrees of freedom are combined to a color-neutral
state, can be observed directly. While in constituent-quark mod-
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.els conﬁnement is usually implemented via potential terms of an
inﬁnitely rising nature (of, e.g., harmonic-oscillator or linear type),
in QCD the particularities are more delicate (for a recent review of
the problems surrounding quark conﬁnement, see e.g. [28]). In a
quantum ﬁeld theoretical setup, as we use it here, conﬁnement is
tied to the properties of the fundamental Green functions of the
theory.
In the present work, we employ the Dyson–Schwinger-equation
(DSE) approach to QCD. The DSEs are the covariant and nonper-
turbative continuum equations of motion in quantum ﬁeld theory.
They constitute an inﬁnite set of coupled and in general nonlin-
ear integral equations for the Green functions of the quantum ﬁeld
theory under consideration. There are several extensive reviews on
the subject that focus on different aspects of DSEs, like funda-
mental Green functions [29–31], bound-state calculations [32,33]
and applications of the formalism, e.g. to QCD at ﬁnite tempera-
ture and density [34]. Bound states are studied in this approach
with the help of covariant equations embedded in the system of
DSEs. In particular, the Bethe–Salpeter equation (BSE) [35,36] is
used for two-body problems such as mesons [37–39] and covari-
ant Faddeev-type equations [40] are used for three-body problems
such as baryons [41,42].
Ideally, one could obtain a self-consistent simultaneous solu-
tion of all DSEs, which would be equivalent to a solution of the
underlying quantum ﬁeld theory. While in investigations of certain
aspects of the theory such an approach is successful (see, e.g. [43,
44] and references therein), numerical studies of hadrons necessi-
tate a truncation of this inﬁnite tower of equations.
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Given such a truncation, the mass spectrum of the system un-
der consideration can be investigated by either directly solving the
relevant covariant bound-state equation such as the homogeneous
quark–anti-quark BSE for a meson or investigating the pole struc-
ture of the solution of the corresponding inhomogeneous vertex
BSE. Subsequently, the corresponding covariant amplitudes can be
used to compute further observables of the bound states found in
the system. In the past, on-shell information about bound states
has been almost exclusively obtained via the homogeneous BSE for
mesons as well as baryons. The inhomogeneous vertex equations
on the other hand were used for studies of, e.g., the quark photon
vertex and correlation functions. Recently, it was shown how it is
also possible to use an inhomogeneous vertex equation to study
on-shell properties of bound states, such as leptonic decay con-
stants [45].
Prominent examples for hadron properties studied in such a
setup in rainbow-ladder truncation (which is speciﬁed further be-
low) include leptonic decay constants [46–48], hadronic decays
[49,50], and electromagnetic properties of both mesons [51–55]
and baryons [56–61]. Improvements to this truncation have been
considered in the past and studies in this direction are under way
[62–67]. What we discuss in the present work is most easily ex-
empliﬁed in a simple truncation, but becomes more important —
and thus relevant — with any kind of increasing numerical effort
necessitated by either a more involved truncation or the study of
a system of more than two constituents.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we collect the
necessary formulae regarding covariant integral equations as they
are obtained in the DSE approach to QCD. Section 3 details the
discretization of the integrals and the general numerical setup.
Section 4 contains numerical solution strategies for both the ho-
mogeneous and inhomogeneous types of equations. In Section 5
we apply the methods described to solve the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous BSEs for pseudoscalar mesons in rainbow-ladder
truncation and analyze the eﬃciency of the algorithms. Further
quantum numbers are discussed in Section 6. Conclusions and an
outlook indicating both immediate and further possible applica-
tions of the strategies described herein are offered in Section 7.
All calculations are performed in Euclidean momentum space.
2. Structure of covariant bound-state equations
In order to study mesons as bound states of quarks, anti-quarks
and gluons in the DSE approach to QCD, one can consider general
vertices connecting (anti-)quarks to objects carrying the appro-
priate quantum numbers as demanded by the respective supers-
election rules. These vertices are the so-called (inhomogeneous)
Bethe–Salpeter amplitudes (BSAs), denoted by Γ[2](k, P ), which de-
scribe a two-particle system, denoted by the subscript [2], with
total momentum P and relative momentum k of the constituents.
The inhomogeneous BSA satisﬁes the inhomogeneous (vertex) BSE,
Γ[2](k, P ) = Γ0(k, P )
+
∫
q
K[2](k,q, P )Sa(q+)Γ[2](q, P )Sb(q−). (1)
Here Γ0(k, P ) is a renormalized current (cf. [68]) with the quan-
tum numbers of the system which acts as a driving term, andFig. 2. Momentum ﬂow of the loop-diagram present in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Sa,b(q±) denote the renormalized dressed (anti-)quark propaga-
tors. As opposed to bare propagators, they are obtained as so-
lutions of the quark DSE, Eq. (6). Together with the renormal-
ized quark–anti-quark scattering kernel K[2](k,q, P ) the propaga-
tors provide the input necessary to solve the BSE. This equation is
formulated in Euclidean space, and the four-dimensional momen-
tum integration (including a translationally invariant regulariza-
tion) is given by
∫
q =
∫ d4q
(2π)4
. A graphical representation of Eq. (1)
is given in Fig. 1, where the arrows denote dressed-quark propaga-
tors (analogously in Figs. 3 and 4). The momentum ﬂow (detailed
in Fig. 2) is deﬁned such that the total momentum P is given
by the difference of the (anti-)quark momenta q± = q ± η±P . η±
represents the momentum partitioning parameters, which satisfy
η+ + η− = 1. The relative momentum q of the BSA is therefore
given by q = η−q+ + η+q− . On the left-hand side of Eqs. (1) and
(2) the relative momentum is denoted by k.
The solution of (1), Γ[2](k, P ), contains both off-shell and on-
shell information about the states in a channel with the quantum
numbers under consideration, which are ﬁxed via the construction
of Γ0(k, P ) and Γ[2](k, P ). In particular, Γ[2](k, P ) has poles1 when-
ever the total-momentum squared corresponds to the square of a
bound-state mass in this channel (e.g. [69] and references therein).
If there exists a bound state and the corresponding on-shell con-
dition, in Euclidean space P2 = −M2, is met, the properties of the
bound state are described by the pole residues of Eq. (1). These
residues, the homogeneous BSAs Γ[2h](k, P ), can be obtained from
the corresponding homogeneous BSE,
Γ[2h](k, P ) =
∫
q
K[2](k,q, P )Sa(q+)Γ[2h](q, P )Sb(q−), (2)
depicted in Fig. 3. While the inhomogeneous BSE needs to be
renormalized, this is not the case for the homogeneous BSE. In-
stead, the physical on-shell amplitudes satisfy a “canonical” nor-
malization condition (see, e.g., [46])
2Pμ
= Tr
[∫
q
(
∂
∂Qμ
Sa(q + η+Q )
)
Γ¯[2h](q,−P )Sb(q−)Γ[2h](q, P )
+
∫
q
Sa(q+)Γ¯[2h](q,−P )
(
∂
∂Qμ
Sb(q − η−Q )
)
Γ[2h](q, P )
+
∫
q
∫
k
Sa(q+)Γ¯[2h](q,−P )Sb(q−)
×
(
∂
∂Qμ
K[2](q,k, Q )
)
Sa(p+)Γ[2h](k, P )Sb(k−)
]
Q =P
,
(3)
where Γ¯[2h](q,−P ) refers to the charge-conjugate amplitude, de-
ﬁned as
1 It should be noted that this formalism is also applicable to resonances, where
the pole in Γ[2](k, P ) is at a complex value of P2 instead of a real value, which
leads to a peak-structure for P2 ∈ R.
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Fig. 4. The homogeneous equation for a three-body bound state (covariant Faddeev
equation), Eq. (5).
Γ¯[2h](q,−P ) =
[
CΓ[2h](−q,−P )C−1
]t
, (4)
using the charge-conjugation matrix C = γ2γ4 and denoting the
matrix transpose by the superscript t .
For Baryons, an analogous construction can be made, where
the homogeneous equation for the on-shell amplitude is a covari-
ant three-quark equation often referred to as a covariant Faddeev
equation [42,70,71], which may be written as
Γ[3h](k1,k2, P ) =
∫
q1,q2
Sa(p1)S
b(p2)S
c(p3)
× K[3](k1,k2,q1,q2, P )Γ[3h](q1,q2, P ), (5)
and a pictorial representation is given in Fig. 4. Here, the ker-
nel K[3](k1,k2,q1,q2, P ) subsumes all interactions of the three
quarks with the individual momenta pi , i = 1,2,3, and the bound
state is described by the covariant three-quark on-shell amplitude
Γ[3h](k1,k2, P ), which depends on the total momentum P as well
as two relative (Jacobi) momenta k1 and k2. Note that this equation
contains an integral over two momenta, namely q1 and q2, thus in-
ﬂating the size of the problem in terms of a numerical setup.
While in this work we will focus on the solution of equations
such as (1) or (2), a note on the construction of the interaction
kernels K and the origin of the quark propagators S as inputs in
these equations is in order. The propagators are the solutions of
the quark DSE or gap equation,
S−1 = S−10 + Σ, (6)
where S0 is the bare quark propagator and the term Σ repre-
sents the self energy, which in turn depends on the dressed quark
propagator S . Therefore, the DSE has to be solved self-consistently.
However, the building blocks of Σ are not known exactly, such
that a solution of Eq. (6) usually requires at least some modeling
or assumptions, as does the construction of the quark–anti-quark
scattering kernel K .
As a guideline, one can use the Ward–Takahashi- and/or
Slavnov–Taylor identities, e.g. [29,30], which are satisﬁed by the
Green functions of QCD in addition to the DSEs. These relate cer-
tain Green functions among each other and provide guidance or
even constraints in many cases, if one is to use a truncation and
wants to make a consistent Ansatz for K[2] and Σ . For light-hadron
physics, the axial-vector Ward–Takahashi identity is of particular
interest, since it encodes the chiral symmetry of QCD with mass-
less quarks as well as its dynamical breaking (see, e.g. [46,68] for
details). In other words, satisfaction of this identity guarantees that
the properties of the pion, the lightest hadron and would-be Gold-
stone boson of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, follow the
expected pattern, e.g. the pion mass vanishes in the chiral limit,
and leads to a generalized Gell-Mann–Oakes–Renner relation validfor all pseudoscalar mesons [68,72]. A particularly successful ex-
ample of such a truncation is the rainbow-ladder truncation of the
DSE-BSE system, which satisﬁes the axial-vector Ward–Takahashi
identity. It is explained in more detail below, since we use it for
our illustrative calculations. Beyond rainbow-ladder truncation, sat-
isfaction of this identity can be achieved on more general terms
and has been implemented throughout light-hadron studies of the
past years in this approach, e.g. [62–66,73–75].
More concretely, the satisfaction of this identity leads to a close
relation of the interaction kernel K[2] in the quark–anti-quark BSE
and the quark self-energy present in the DSE of the quark prop-
agator, the QCD gap equation. The consistent use of such related
kernels in the BSE and the gap equation provides the proper input
for the BSE in terms of the quark propagators S as solutions of the
symmetry-preserving version of the gap equation. This consistency
can be maintained also in numerical studies with high accuracy. In
the following we always assume that the gap equation has been
solved with the appropriate self-energy to match K[2] and that the
resulting quark propagator S is known numerically.
In our Euclidean-momentum-space setup, the metric is given
by gμν = δμν , with the corresponding consequences for the Clif-
ford algebra of the Dirac γ matrices. A scalar product such as, e.g.,
γ · q in Eqs. (21) to (24) then denotes γ · q := ∑i=1,4 γiqi . Thus,
the (timelike) total momentum of the system P has P2 < 0 and
the on-shell condition reads P2 = −M2, where M is the mass of
the bound state. As a result, in a bound state equation set up in
the system’s rest frame, the real momentum-integration variables
and the imaginary total on-shell momentum of the bound state are
combined in the (anti-)quark momenta q± and q1, q2, q3 to com-
plex four-vectors. As a consequence, in general also the squares
of the quark momenta are complex. In the meson BSE, for exam-
ple, the propagator is needed in a parabolic region in the complex
plane deﬁned by q2± . Over the past years reliable numerical ap-
proaches to this problem have been developed and the required
computations are well under control (for more details see [76–78]).
In this way, with the speciﬁcation of the truncation used, one
both decides the structure of the interaction kernel and obtains the
quark propagator consistent with this kernel.
3. Numerical representation
The ﬁrst step towards a numerical representation of Eqs. (1),
(2), and (5) is the analysis of the Lorentz and Dirac structure of
the respective amplitudes. This structure is a result of the partic-
ular representation of the symmetry properties of the state un-
der consideration under the Lorentz group, including the state’s
parity and spin. Therefore, the amplitudes are decomposed into
Lorentz-covariant parts Ti and Lorentz-invariant parts F i , respec-
tively, reading
Γ =
N∑
i=1
Ti F
i, (7)
where the number of terms N as well as the tensor structure of
the Ti and Γ depend on the quantum numbers of the state and all
arguments have been suppressed for simplicity. The Ti are usually
referred to as covariants, whereas we call the F i the components of
the amplitude Γ . The Ti represent a basis for the bound state, and
one is — to some extent — free to choose the details thereof.
To be more concrete, we consider the case of two spin-1/2
fermions (the quark and anti-quark) in more detail, which are
combined to a boson with total spin J and parity P . As a result
one obtains a 4 × 4-matrix structure with the correct Lorentz-
transformation properties for a state of spin J and parity P , see
e.g. [37]. Consequently one has, in addition to the total momen-
tum Pμ and the relative momentum qμ between the constituents,
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of the BSA. The various combinations of the momenta and γ μ
correctly encode the angular momentum structures, i.e. the con-
tributions of (anti-)quark spin and orbital angular momentum. The
parity of the state is encoded in appropriate factors of γ5 multi-
plying these structures.
A scalar quark–anti-quark BSA for example contains all possible
Lorentz-scalar combinations of the three four-vectors P , q, and γ
(the actual construction is given below for the pseudoscalar quan-
tum numbers in Eqs. (21)–(24)). For the moment we note that
while Γ and the Ti in Eq. (7) in the two-body case depend on
the three four-vectors P , q, and γ as such (which we denote by
semicolons between arguments of an expression), the components,
being Lorentz- and Dirac-scalars, can only depend on scalar prod-
ucts of the momenta involved, i.e. P2, q2, and q · P . Thus, writing
arguments explicitly, Eq. (7) reads
Γ[2](γ ;q; P ) =
N∑
i=1
Ti(γ ;q; P )F i
(
P2,q2,q · P), (8)
where again the tensor structure of the Ti (and correspondingly
Γ ) was not denoted explicitly, since it is irrelevant to the following
argument.
At this point, we would like to note that the structure of the
covariants Ti does not determine all quantum numbers of the
quark–anti-quark system. For constituents of equal masses, the ho-
mogeneous amplitude is an eigenstate of the operation of charge
conjugation deﬁned in Eq. (4), thus deﬁning the quantum number
of charge-conjugation parity (C-parity), C = ±1. This determines
the symmetry properties of the components with respect to q · P ,
such that in this case a restriction of the symmetry of the com-
ponents allows to select either C = +1 or C = −1. Here, however,
we consider a general dependence on q · P , such that the meth-
ods described here are also applicable in the case of constituents
of unequal masses, where C-parity is not well-deﬁned.
For numerical convenience, we use a basis that is orthonormal,
meaning the covariants satisfy
Tr(Ti · T j) = δi, j, (9)
which also deﬁnes a generalized scalar product on the space of
4 × 4 matrices (any occurring Lorentz indices are understood to
be summed over here). Note that, for a set of covariants which
is neither orthogonal nor normalized, the following step is more
involved and we detail it in Appendix B. If one uses the decom-
position (7), the bound state equations (1), (2), and (5) can be
rewritten as coupled integral equations of the components depend-
ing on the scalar products of the momenta via the corresponding
projections on the basis Ti .
More concretely, we consider the integrand in, e.g. the
(in-)homogeneous BSE,
K[2](γ ;k;q; P )Sa(γ ;q; P )Γ[2](γ ;q; P )Sb(γ ;q; P ). (10)
The amplitude Γ[2](γ ;q; P ) is expanded in the chosen Dirac basis
T j(γ ;q; P ) and the result is projected on Ti(γ ;k; P ). Doing so, one
obtains a matrix structure in the space of covariants, and Eq. (10)
can be written as a matrix–vector multiplication in this space in-
volving the BSE kernel matrix K ij(k;q; P ):
K ij(k;q; P )F j
(
P2,q2,q · P)
= Tr[Ti(γ ;k; P )K[2](γ ;k;q; P )Sa(γ ;q; P )
× T j(γ ;q; P )Sb(γ ;q; P )
]
F j
(
P2,q2,q · P), (11)
where the sum over the repeated index j is implied.
The index j of the components F j(P2,q2,q · P ) can thus be
viewed as a vector index, which has to be contracted with thecorresponding index of the kernel matrix K ij(k;q; P ). Note that this
procedure, although exempliﬁed here for the case of the quark–
anti-quark system, is completely general, i.e., it applies to three-
body systems such as baryons as well and is valid for any choice
of the interaction kernel K .
The next step is to make the dependence on the continuous
momentum variables P2, q2, and q · P numerically accessible. To
achieve this, we apply the so-called Nyström or quadrature method
(cf. [79, Chapter 4]), which amounts to replacing an integral by a
sum over suitable quadrature weights and points and neglecting
the error term. Applying this method discretizes the integration
variables, and consequently also the momentum dependence on
the left-hand side. The homogeneous and the inhomogeneous in-
tegral equations can then be written as matrix equations in the
covariants and the discretized momenta and read
F i,P[h] = K i,Pj,QF j,Q[h] (12)
in the homogeneous case, and
F i,P = F i,P0 + K i,Pj,QF j,Q (13)
in the inhomogeneous case. The indices i, j label the components,
the multi-indices P , Q stand for all discretized momentum vari-
ables (summation over repeated indices is implied). The matrix
K= K i,Pj,Q is the same in both equations, and subsumes the interac-
tion kernel, the dressed propagators of the constituents, the Dirac-
and Lorentz structure, as well as the discretized integrations. It is
applied to a vector F i,P representing the homogeneous or inho-
mogeneous amplitude.
As an alternative to the Nyström method, one can expand the
momentum dependence of the components into suitable sets of or-
thogonal functions, which can then be integrated. In this approach,
the index P of the vector F i,P contains the coeﬃcients of the ex-
pansion rather than the values of the components at certain points
in momentum space (for applications in the present context, see
e.g. [80,81]).
A partial application of this alternative is the use of a Cheby-
shev expansion of the dependence in an angle variable as de-
scribed in Appendix A, where one only keeps a ﬁnite number of
Chebyshev moments in the representation of the amplitude. This
step has been widely used in DSE studies of hadron spectra and
properties, and the ﬁdelity of the approximation investigated in
detail, see e.g. [46,82,83]. While for studies of hadron masses a
few moments are suﬃcient, more are required in situations where
considerable changes of the frame of reference are needed, such
as form factor calculations at large momentum transfer [84]; ul-
timately, in these situations the approximation needs to be aban-
doned [55,85].
4. Solution methods
4.1. Homogeneous equations: eigenvalue algorithms
With the results of the preceding section, the homogeneous
integral equation (BSE or Faddeev equation), given in Eq. (12) in
index notation, can be written as
F [h] = K · F [h] (14)
using matrix–vector notation. As already mentioned in Section 2,
this equation is only valid at the on-shell points of the bound
states in the respective channel, i.e. at certain values of the to-
tal momentum squared P2 = −M2n , where n = 0,1,2, . . . numbers
the ground- and all excited states in the channel. To ﬁnd such a
value of P2, one investigates the spectrum of K as a function of
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dependence on P2 made explicit)
λ
(
P2
)F [h](P2)= K(P2) · F [h](P2), (15)
where the eigenvalue λ(P2) = 1. In other words, to numerically
approach a solution of the equation, a part of the result has to
be already known, namely the values M2n , or — more precisely —
the mass of the state one is looking for. The way out is a self-
consistency argument, where the eigenvalue spectrum is plotted as
a function of P2 and those points with λn(P2) = 1 are identiﬁed:
the largest eigenvalue determines the ground state, the smaller
ones in succession the excitations of the system (see also Fig. 5
below).
Typically, one is interested in roughly up to ﬁve eigenvalues,
since higher excitations are both not well-enough understood in
theory and hard to access experimentally.
A great variety of algorithms is available to numerically tackle
these kinds of problems, and the most commonly used is a simple
iterative method. Similar to the other algorithms discussed here, it
relies on the multiplication of the matrix K on a vector and can
successively be applied to ﬁnd also excited states, by projecting on
states already obtained, see e.g. [86]. This simple method, how-
ever, is not able to resolve pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues,
which may, for example, occur in the meson BSE [87]. In addition,
its convergence properties are not favorable, as demonstrated in
Section 5.
Therefore, we recommend the use of more advanced algorithms
which are able to overcome these diﬃculties. For this purpose, we
utilize the implicitly restarted Arnoldi factorization [88], which is
frequently applied in lattice QCD studies, e.g. [89]. An application
of this algorithm to bound state calculations is demonstrated in
Sections 5 and 6, where we use it to solve the homogeneous BSE
and compare the eﬃciency of both methods.
4.2. Inhomogeneous equations: matrix inversion
In the most compact notation, the inhomogeneous integral
equation can be written as
F (P2)= F0(P2)+ K(P2) · F (P2) (16)
where the matrix K(P2) is identical to the one in Eq. (14), and
the vector F0 is given by the decomposition of Γ0 according to
Eq. (7), Γ0 =∑i T i F i0 together with the discretization of a possible
momentum dependence.
Again, the simplest method to treat this problem is a direct it-
eration. Mathematically, this corresponds to the representation of
the solution by a von Neumann series (cf. [79, Chapter 4]), which
can be shown to converge as long as the norm of the operator
K is smaller than one, ‖K‖ < 1. For matrices, this norm can be
related to the largest eigenvalue, such that for P2 > −M20, the it-
eration converges. When P2 approaches the ground state position
−M20 from above, the number of iterations necessarily grows, and
no convergence is obtained if P2 −M20, as demonstrated in Sec-
tion 5.
However, a solution is possible for any P2 if one rewrites
Eq. (16) as
F = (1− K)−1 · F0, (17)
i.e., F is given by the inhomogeneous term F0 multiplied by the
matrix inverse of (1−K). F can then be computed by e.g. inverting
the matrix exactly, which has been successfully used to resolve
bound-state poles in the inhomogeneous amplitude, as shown in
[69] in the case of the quark–anti-quark system. On the downside,the direct inversion of a matrix is computationally expensive, and
it is not straightforward to parallelize the procedure.
A better approach is to view Eq. (17) as a linear system whose
solution is to be found. Equations like this are very common and
several algorithms have been developed for their solution. In par-
ticular, if the matrix (1− K) is big, Eq. (17) is a typical application
for the so-called Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithms. Many types
of these iterative Krylov-space methods are available. In the case of
the bound-state equations considered here, the matrices involved
are neither hermitian nor symmetric, such that a good choice is
the well-known Bi-Conjugate-Gradients stabilized (BiCGstab) al-
gorithm [90], which is widely used for example in lattice QCD
(cf. [19, Chapter 6.2], where also the algorithm is presented in de-
tail).
5. Illustration: numerical solution of the BSE
As an illustration, we apply the algorithms discussed above to
solve the homogeneous and inhomogeneous pseudoscalar-meson
BSEs and compare their eﬃciency in terms of the number of
matrix–vector multiplications needed to achieve a speciﬁed accu-
racy. For bigger problems like baryons in a three-quark setup, the
kernel matrix typically does not ﬁt into memory, and thus has to
be recomputed on the ﬂy in each iteration- or matrix–vector mul-
tiplication step. In this case, one matrix–vector multiplication is
rather time consuming and it is desirable to keep the number of
necessary multiplications as small as possible.
For our test case here, however, we ﬁrst study a quark–anti-
quark system of pseudoscalar quantum numbers, where the kernel
matrix is small, but one can still investigate the questions at hand
— further quantum numbers are investigated in the following sec-
tion. We employ the rainbow-ladder truncation, i.e. the rainbow
approximation in the quark propagator DSE together with a ladder
truncation of the corresponding quark–anti-quark BSE.
The quark self energy Σ in this truncation is given by
Σ = 4
3
∫
k
D(k)
k2
Tμν(k)γμS(k − q)γν, (18)
where we deﬁne the transverse projector with respect to the
momentum k as Tμν(k) := (δμν − kμkνk2 ). Denoting the differ-
ence in relative momenta by  := k − q, the corresponding kernel
K[2](γ ;k;q; P ) of the BSEs, Eqs. (1) and (2), is then given by
K[2](γ ;k;q; P ) = −4
3
γμ
D(2)
2
Tμν()γν, (19)
where the effective interaction as a function of the momentum-
squared s, introduced in Ref. [47], reads
D(s)
s
= D
(
4π2
ω6
se−s/ω2
)
+ FUV(s). (20)
The term FUV(s) implements the perturbative running coupling of
QCD for large s, preserving the one-loop renormalization-group be-
havior of QCD. The Gaussian term models the enhancement in the
intermediate-momentum regime necessary to produce a reason-
able amount of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking. It contains
the parameters of the model, D and ω, describing the overall
strength and momentum-space width (corresponding to an inverse
effective range) of the interaction. The behavior of the effective in-
teraction in the far infrared is expected to be of minor relevance
to ground-state properties (cf. [91] and references therein). For
the present study, we make a common choice for the parameters,
namely D = 0.93 GeV2 and ω = 0.4 GeV (for full details on the
truncation, the effective coupling, or the effects of other parameter
values, see e.g. [39,46,47]).
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√−P2
which corresponds to the bound state mass M where λ = 1 indicated by the hor-
izontal dashed line. The ground-state (leftmost intersection) solution vector has
positive C -parity (pion), the second has negative (exotic) and the third again has
positive C -parity (excited pion).
5.1. Kernel setup
The above deﬁnitions together with the dressed quark propaga-
tors computed already completely specify the ingredients of the
BSE. We investigate light quarks in analogy to [39], where the
current-quark mass in an isospin-symmetric setup was adjusted
to ﬁt the bound-state mass of the ρ meson. The details of the
discretization of the kernel matrix proceed as follows: The or-
thonormal pseudoscalar covariants, constructed to satisfy Eq. (9),
read
T1 = γ5
2
, (21)
T2 = γ5(γ · P )
2
√−P2 , (22)
T3 =
γ5((γ · q) − (γ ·P )(P ·q)P2 )
2
√
(P ·q)2
P2
− q2
, (23)
T4 =
1
2 iγ5((γ · q)(γ · P ) − (γ · P )(γ · q))
2
√
P2q2 − (P · q)2 . (24)
Choosing the rest frame of the quark–anti-quark system, and ap-
plying the parametrization and discretization as described in Ap-
pendix A, the kernel matrix Eq. (11) in our setup becomes
K= K i,r,sj,l,m(P )
= − 4
3(2π)3
w
[
q2l
]
w[zm]
1∫
−1
dy
D(2)
2
Tμν()
× Tr[Ti(γ ;k; P )γμS(q+)T j(γ ;q; P )S(q−)γν], (25)
where w[q2l ], w[zm] denote the quadrature weights and the re-
placements k2 → k2r , zk → zs , q2 → k2l , z → zm have been made in
all occurring momenta to implement the discretization. Therefore,
the indices i; j label the components and r, s; l,m the momentum
space points. For the following calculations, we use Nq = 32 and
Nz = 24, such that K has the dimensions (32,24,4) × (32,24,4).
5.2. Homogeneous BSE
To solve the homogeneous BSE, we use both the MPI based
version of the ARPACK library (an implementation of the implic-
itly restarted Arnoldi factorization) and the simple iteration. Fig. 5
shows the largest ﬁve eigenvalues of K for our example. Bound-
state masses can be identiﬁed by the positions at which an eigen-
value curve crosses one (dashed line in the ﬁgure) and from left to
right correspond to the ground- and ﬁrst-excited, second-excited,Fig. 6. The number of matrix–vector multiplications needed for convergence of the
simple iteration (upper panel) and the Arnoldi factorization (lower panel), plotted
against the number of eigenvalues computed at a (typical) ﬁxed value of P2 = −M20
for random (“rand”), optimized (“opt”), and ideal initial conditions.
etc., states. Note that in our approach we do not restrict the sym-
metry of the amplitudes (eigenvectors) with respect to the angular
variable z, such that we obtain homogeneous solutions of both
positive and negative C-parity for equal-mass constituents and a
choice of 1/2 for the momentum-partitioning parameters η± , as
indicated already above.
In the pseudoscalar case, a negative C-parity is considered ex-
otic, since it is not available for a q¯q state in quantum mechanics.
However, it appears naturally in a quark–anti-quark BSE setup,
where our main interest here comes from a systematic point of
view. A more general discussion of states with exotic C-parity in
this formalism and their possible interpretations can be found, e.g.,
in [37,87,92,93].
To compare the eﬃciency of our algorithm of choice to solve
the homogeneous BSE, the implicitly restarted Arnoldi factoriza-
tion, to the standard method of simple iteration we compute the
one to four largest eigenvalues of K and compare the conver-
gence in terms of the number of iterations needed to obtain an
accuracy of the eigenvector of  = 10−8, at a (typical) value of
P2 = −M20 = 0.0527 GeV2. For the simple iteration, our stopping
criterion demands that the absolute change in any element of the
eigenvector from one iteration step to the next does not exceed
the desired accuracy  , while the vector is normalized to one with
respect to the standard scalar product of Cn , in order to be com-
parable to the ARPACK-library which works with the same scalar
product. Note that the canonical normalization condition, Eq. (3), is
applied subsequent to the eigenvalue calculation in order to com-
pute physical observables.
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simple iteration (circles) and the Arnoldi factorization (squares), plotted against the
number of eigenvalues computed at a (typical) ﬁxed value of P2 = −M20 , for ideal
initial conditions.
We compare three different initial conditions for both iterative
procedures. First, we use the default settings provided by ARPACK,
which are based on a random vector (cf. the ARPACK users guide
[94]) opposed to a truly random initial vector F in of complex num-
bers (where real and imaginary part are uniformly distributed in
the interval [0,1]) for the simple iteration. This choice is denoted
by “rand”. Second, we use optimized initial conditions which an-
ticipate the UV behavior of the amplitudes as a simple power-law
falloff while not imposing further symmetries by choosing
F in = (1+ z)(1+ i)1+ q2 , (26)
which we denote by “opt”. Third, we consider “ideal” initial con-
ditions by utilizing the eigenvectors obtained at a nearby value of
P2, here P2 = −0.053361 GeV2, as F in. In ARPACK, if more than
one eigenvalue is sought, the initial vector is set to the sum of the
previously computed eigenvectors.
The results are given in Figs. 6 and 7, where the sensitivity of
both algorithms to the initial conditions and the comparison of
the eﬃciency in the ideal case are shown. From Fig. 6 it is clear
that the Arnoldi factorization is less sensitive to a change in ini-
tial conditions than the simple iteration, and that it is in general
more eﬃcient. Even in the ideal case (cf. Fig. 7) for the ﬁrst eigen-
value the advanced algorithm is 36% more eﬃcient (7 iterations
compared to 11), and becomes even more advantageous for an in-
creasing number of eigenvalues.
Another interesting observation from Fig. 6 is that the Arnoldi
factorization for random initial conditions was more eﬃcient for
three eigenvalues than when only two were requested. This is
most likely due to a “clustering” of eigenvalues number two and
three for the algorithm, an effect which appears for eigenvalues
close together and is also related to the eigenvectors. In this par-
ticular case, eigenvectors two and tree have opposite C-parity or
z-symmetry, which may make them more easily distinguishable
for the algorithm and more easy to obtain as a result. The ARPACK
library is very eﬃcient at evaluating all eigenvalues in such a clus-
ter, while convergence is slower if one asks for only one or a few
of the eigenvalues in the cluster (cf. also [94]).
It should also be noted that the Arnoldi factorization requires,
contrary to the simple iteration, already by construction a certain
minimum of iterations, which depends on the parameters control-
ling the factorization, cf. [94].Fig. 8. Component F1(P2,0,0) of the inhomogeneous pseudoscalar amplitude cal-
culated using BiCGstab vs. the square of the total momentum P2. The vertical lines
mark the pole positions, corresponding to the pion ground- and ﬁrst excited state
( J PC = 0−+).
5.3. Inhomogeneous BSE
We apply the direct iteration (summation of the von Neumann
series) and the inversion using the BiCGstab algorithm to solve the
inhomogeneous BSE (1), in the setup described above for pseu-
doscalar quantum numbers.
In the inhomogeneous case not only the structure of the ampli-
tude determines the quantum numbers of the solution but also
that of the inhomogeneous term Γ0. Following [68], a possible
choice for pseudoscalars is
Γ0 = Z4γ5, (27)
where Z4 is a renormalization constant obtained from the gap
equation (cf. [46]). With this choice (pseudoscalar, positive C-
parity), no poles corresponding to negative C-parity appear in the
solution, as can be seen from Fig. 8. The curve shown in this ﬁg-
ure has been obtained with the BiCGstab algorithm, because as
described in Section 4.2 the direct iteration fails to converge if
P2 −M20.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 9, where the number of matrix–
vector multiplications needed for convergence is plotted against
P2 for both methods. Here, we compare two choices of initial con-
ditions: “ideal” starting values analogous to those discussed for the
homogeneous equation, where the result of the calculation for the
preceding value of P2 (starting from P2 = 1 GeV2 in this case) is
taken as initial guess, and the standard choice F in = 0. For both al-
gorithms, the inversion was calculated to an accuracy of  = 10−8,
such that∥∥F0 − (1− K) · Fﬁn∥∥ ,
where Fﬁn denotes the numerical result of the inversion, and the
norm is a maximum-norm, which corresponds to the maximal ab-
solute value of any element of the vector.
It is clear that, independent of the initial condition, the number
of matrix–vector multiplications needed for the direct iteration di-
verges as P2 approaches −M20 (note that Fig. 9 uses a logarithmic
scale on the vertical axis). The inversion with BiCGstab, however,
converges for all P2 with nearly the same speed, needing approxi-
mately 10 matrix–vector multiplications.
A further observation from Fig. 9 is that very close to the pole
the standard initial conditions lead to faster convergence (by 1 it-
eration) than the ideal ones. This is most likely connected to the
sign change in the components due to the pole, which is not taken
into account in our deﬁnition of ideal initial conditions. In addi-
tion, these initial conditions also strongly depend on the step size.
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iterative solution of Eq. (1) (circles) and the BiCGstab algorithm (squares), plotted on
a logarithmic scale against the square of the total momentum P2 of the amplitude,
for “ideal” initial conditions (full symbols) as well as for F jin = 0 (open symbols).
The vertical line indicates the position of the ground state P2 = −M20 of the system.
Note that the straightforward iteration does not converge for P2 −M20 .
As can be seen from Fig. 8, the inhomogeneous BSE can also be
used to calculate the mass spectrum, such that it is interesting to
compare the homogeneous and inhomogeneous equation directly
in addition to the comparison of the solution methods of each
equation.
We compare the matrix vector multiplications needed to solve
the inhomogeneous BSE using the BiCGstab algorithm for a wide
range of total momentum-squared to the solution of the eigen-
value problem for the homogeneous equation (using the Arnoldi
factorization) in the same range for one and three eigenvalues. This
calculation allows to obtain the masses of the pseudoscalar ground
state and the ﬁrst excitation for positive C-parity in our setup.
The results of the comparison are given in Fig. 10. Even though
ideal initial conditions were used in all cases, the solution of the
inhomogeneous BSE took less multiplications than the eigenvalue
calculations in the region of the on-shell points of the ground state
(corresponding to the ﬁrst eigenvalue) and the ﬁrst excitation (cor-
responding to the third eigenvalue), which are indicated by the
vertical lines in the ﬁgure. This shows that in this case it is more
eﬃcient in terms of matrix–vector multiplications to use the in-
homogeneous BSE to calculate the mass spectrum, especially the
excited state.
In addition, following [45], the solution of the inhomogeneous
vertex equation can also be used to calculate on-shell observables
like decay constants, which are obtained as the residues of the
corresponding projections of the inhomogeneous vertex BSA, such
that the numerical advantages of the inhomogeneous vertex equa-
tion can be exploited in this case as well.
Demanding an even closer numerical correspondence, we have
also tried to extract the entire homogeneous ground state ampli-
tude from the inhomogeneous vertex BSA by ﬁtting the residues
in P2 at each point of our relative-momentum-squared grid in
a rather naive approach. While this appears possible in princi-
ple, the limiting factors in this case are the accuracies of the ﬁt
as well as the determination of the residues at the pole of the
inhomogeneous vertex amplitude under investigation. In our pseu-
doscalar example, we were able to obtain the leading component
of the homogeneous amplitude (which corresponds to the covari-
ant T1, Eq. (21)) with an accuracy of 2.6% when compared to the
solution of the corresponding homogeneous BSE. The other compo-
nents showed somewhat larger deviations such that this procedure
cannot be performed without resorting to more involved ﬁtting
methods. Thus we conclude that, while obtaining the homoge-Fig. 10. The number of matrix–vector multiplications needed for convergence of
the inhomogeneous BSE using BiCGstab (solid line) compared to the calculations
of one eigenvalue (dash-dotted line) and three eigenvalues (dashed line) with the
Arnoldi factorization. The vertical lines mark the ground and excited state in the
0−+ channel at P20 = −0.0527 GeV2 and P21 = −1.3315 GeV2.
neous BSA from the corresponding inhomogeneous vertex BSE is
not impossible, with comparable numerical effort a determination
directly from the homogeneous BSE is much more accurate.
6. Other quantum numbers
In order to check whether or not the results described above
are limited to the special case of pseudoscalar quantum numbers,
we discuss the application of the algorithms presented in this work
to states with different parity and spin.
In the homogeneous case, we consider scalar, vector, axial-
vector and tensor quantum numbers and use the same model and
parameters as above in the pseudoscalar case. The bound states
in these channels have been investigated thoroughly in [39] and
recently [95], where all details concerning the parameter depen-
dence and a comparison to experiment are given. The construction
of orthonormal bases for these states is explained as well.
For the different quantum numbers, we compute the ﬁrst
eigenvalue (which on-shell corresponds to the ground state) for
the four values of J PC = 0++,1−−,1+−,2++ at a typical value of
P2 employing the Arnoldi factorization as well as the simple it-
eration, for both optimal and ideal initial conditions, as explained
above. Note that the number of momentum-space points used for
the integration is the same in all cases, while the number of co-
variants differs. For pseudoscalars and scalars, the basis consists of
four covariants, while for the other quantum numbers eight co-
variants have to be used (see, e.g., [95]), which increases the size
of the BSE kernel matrix.
The results, collected in Table 1, show that in each case the
Arnoldi factorization was more eﬃcient. Indeed, the advanced al-
gorithm seems to be even more advantageous when applied to
more complicated systems, which advocates its use also in stud-
ies of e.g. baryons.
Concerning the inhomogeneous BSE, it should be noted that the
inversion using BiCGstab in any case is more eﬃcient than the
straightforward iteration, since one can prove (cf. Section 4.2) that
this simple method does not converge beyond the ﬁrst pole in the
total momentum squared P2.
Still, it is interesting to investigate the convergence of the in-
homogeneous equation when compared to the homogeneous, in
analogy to Fig. 10. The results for the 1−− channel are pre-
sented in Fig. 11. For the excited state, the advantages of the
inhomogeneous equation are even more pronounced than for the
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Number of matrix–vector multiplications needed to achieve convergence of the
Arnoldi factorization (Arn.) and the simple iteration (Iter.) when applied to the ho-
mogeneous BSE for the indicated quantum numbers (QN) J PC at typical values of
the total momentum squared P2, for “optimized” and “ideal” initial conditions (with
starting values computed at −(√−P2 − 0.01)2 in each case).
Initial conditions: Optimal Ideal
QN P2 [GeV2] Arn. Iter. Arn. Iter.
0++ −0.509796 15 40 10 15
1−− −0.599695 15 74 10 31
1+− −0.739772 20 103 10 15
2++ −1.254400 20 63 15 46
Fig. 11. The number of matrix–vector multiplications needed for convergence of the
inhomogeneous BSE using BiCGstab (solid line) compared to the calculations of one
eigenvalue (dash-dotted line) and three eigenvalues (dashed line) with the Arnoldi
factorization. The vertical lines mark the ground and excited state in the 1−− chan-
nel at P20 = −0.5997 GeV2 and P21 = −1.0682 GeV2.
pseudoscalar channel, whereas for the ground state the two equa-
tions are almost equivalent in terms of eﬃciency.
7. Conclusion and outlook
We have investigated the applicability of well-known and eﬃ-
cient matrix algorithms to homogeneous and inhomogeneous co-
variant bound state and vertex equations. In a fully numerical
setup, a homogeneous bound state equation such as the BSE or
Faddeev equation can be solved as an eigenvalue problem, and its
inhomogeneous counterpart as a linear system. For their solution,
we employ the implicitly restarted Arnoldi factorization and the
stabilized Bi-Conjugate Gradient algorithm.
As an illustration, we studied the homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous BSE, where we have shown that these algorithms are more
eﬃcient than the standard methods applied usually in this con-
text. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that for the calculation of the mass
spectrum (and consequently also for decay constants, cf. [45]) it
is as eﬃcient or even advantageous to use the inhomogeneous in-
stead of the homogeneous equation, especially when considering
excitations. This is valuable insight which is worth considering in
particular for studies of baryons in a three-quark setup and more
involved systems.
In addition, due to their iterative nature, the algorithms em-
ployed are straightforwardly parallelizable and can thus be used
effectively on CPU and GPU clusters. Especially bound state prob-
lems involving more than two constituents, starting with but not
limited to baryons in a three-quark setup, need eﬃcient meth-
ods to perform sophisticated numerical studies. The typical size of
the kernel matrices appearing in such systems exceeds by far the
storage capacity of present-day computing infrastructure, and thus
only certain parts can be stored. The elements of the matrix haveto be computed on the ﬂy when needed, such that the amount
of memory actually required for such a calculation is rather small.
Therefore, these problems are not memory- but CPU-bound and
thus appear to be ideal applications for the ﬁeld of GPU comput-
ing.
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Appendix A. Aspects of four-dimensional momentum integration
We use 4-dim. spherical coordinates, such that the momentum
integration is written as
∞∫
−∞
d4 q →
∞∫
0
d
(
q2
) q2
2
1∫
−1
dz
√
1− z2
1∫
−1
dy
2π∫
0
dφ. (A.1)
In the meson BSE, there are three relevant momenta: P (total mo-
mentum), k (relative momentum), and q (loop momentum). Sub-
sequently, we choose P to be in the rest-frame of the bound state,
P = (0,0,0,√P2). (A.2)
The other momenta are chosen accordingly and read
k =
√
k2
(
0,0,
√
1− z2k , zk
)
(A.3)
and
q =
√
q2
(
0,
√
1− z2
√
1− y2,
√
1− z2 y, z). (A.4)
In this parametrization, the integration
∫
dφ is trivial.
The components of the amplitude on the left-hand side of
the BSEs Eqs. (1) and (2) depend on the scalar products P · k =
zk
√
k2
√
P2, P2, and k2. Inside the integral, on the right-hand side,
the scalar products become P · q = z√q2√P2, P2, and q2. Thus,
the BSE kernel matrix K induces the following mapping on the
momentum variables(
q2, z
) 	→ (k2, zk), (A.5)
such that the integration
∫
dy does not add a dimension K, al-
though it is not trivial.
After choosing a parametrization of the momentum integration,
the next step is to discretize the momentum dependence. In this
work, we straightforwardly apply the quadrature method, and re-
place
∞∫
0
d
(
q2
) q2
2
1∫
−1
dz
√
1− z2 →
Nq∑
l=1
Nz∑
m=1
w
[
q2l
]
w[zm], (A.6)
where w[q2l ], w[z2m] denote the quadrature weights and q2l , zm the
corresponding nodes. The factors of q2/2 and
√
1− z2 have been
absorbed in the weights.
Note that, especially for the integration over z, it is advanta-
geous to use a quadrature rule whose weights include
√
1− z2 by
construction, e.g., the Gauss–Chebyshev type 2 rule.
An alternative, advantageous and widely used in the calcula-
tions of hadron spectra is to apply the quadrature method dis-
cussed above only to
∫
d(q2) and to resolve the z-dependence and
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components are then written as
F i
(
P2,q2, z
)= M∑
m=1
mFi
(
q2, P2
)
Um(z), (A.7)
with mFi(q2, P2) the so-called Chebyshev moments, which retain
only the functional dependence on k2 and P2. The number of
terms M taken into account is ﬁnite in practice, but inﬁnite in
principle. The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind Um(z)
satisfy the orthogonality relation
2
π
∫
dz
√
1− z2Um(z)Un(z) = δmn. (A.8)
To obtain a matrix structure not only in the covariants, but also
in the Chebyshev moments, the above expansion is inserted in
Eq. (11), and is then projected on one moment by use of Eq. (A.8).
This ﬁnally leads to∫
q
K i,mj,n (k;q; P )n F j
(
q2, P2
)
=
(
2
π
∫
q
1∫
−1
dzk Um(zk)Tr
[
Ti(γ ;k; P )K[2](γ ;k;q; P )
× Sa(γ ;q; P )T j(γ ;q; P )Sb(γ ;q; P )
]
Un(z)
)
n F j
(
q2, P2
)
.
(A.9)
Again, the sum over the repeated indices j,n is implied.
Appendix B. Using a non-orthogonal Dirac basis
Consider the inhomogeneous BSE written in the general form
f (γ ;k; P )Γ (γ ;k; P )
= Z(γ ;k; P ) −
∫
q
K1(γ ;k;q; P )Γ (γ ;q; P )K2(γ ;k;q; P ),
(B.1)
where the dependence of every term on all variables including γ
matrices is given explicitly. The ; between variables again denotes
a dependence on complete four-vectors. K1 and K2 represent gen-
eralized formal kernel pieces, Z a general driving term, and f an
arbitrary function of its arguments. To transform this equation into
a set of coupled integral equations for components and then use
Chebyshev moments, which are described in Appendix A, we write
the BSA as the sum over its covariants Ti and Lorentz- as well as
Dirac-scalar components F i and the latter as sums over Chebyshev
polynomials and moments
Γ (γ ;k; P ) =
M∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
T j(γ ;k; P )i F j
(
k2, P2
)
Ui(zk), (B.2)
where M is the number of Chebyshev polynomials taken into ac-
count and N is the number of covariants in the BSA. The Cheby-
shev polynomial of the second kind Ui(zk) depends on zk :=
k · P/√k2P2. Now we apply Tn(γ ;k; P ) on Eq. (B.1) from the left
and take the Dirac trace. The result is
M∑ N∑
Anj
(
k2, P2, zk
)i F j(k2, P2)Ui(zk)
i=1 j=1= Zn
(
k2, P2, zk
)− M∑
l=1
N∑
m=1
∫
q
Tr
[
Tn(γ ;k; P )
× K1(γ ;k;q; P )Tm(γ ;q; P )l Fm
(
q2, P2
)
× Ul(zq)K2(γ ;k;q; P )
]
, (B.3)
where
Anj
(
k2, P2, zk
) := Tr[Tn(γ ;k; P ) f (γ ;k; P )T j(γ ;k; P )],
Zn
(
k2, P2, zk
) := Tr[Tn(γ ;k; P )Z(γ ;k; P )]. (B.4)
The next step is to invert the matrix Anj for each set of coordinates
(k2, P2, zk), and apply its inverse to the equation, i.e.,
∑N
n=1 A−1rn
from the left:
M∑
i=1
i Fr
(
k2, P2
)
Ui(zk)
=
N∑
n=1
A−1rn
(
k2, P2, zk
)
Zn
(
k2, P2, zk
)
−
N∑
n=1
M∑
l=1
N∑
m=1
∫
q
A−1rn
(
k2, P2, zk
)
× Tr[Tn(γ ;k; P )K1(γ ;k;q; P )Tm(γ ;q; P )
× l Fm
(
q2, P2
)
Ul(zq)K2(γ ;k;q; P )
]
. (B.5)
The last step is the projection with the help of Chebyshev poly-
nomials via 2π
∫
dzk
√
1− z2kU j(zk) from the left (cf. Eq. (A.8)) and
one obtains
j Fr
(
k2, P2
)
= V Z
(
j, r,k2
)− M∑
l=1
N∑
n,m=1
2
π
∫
q
∫
zk
√
1− z2k
× U j(zk)A−1rn
(
k2, P2, zk
)
Tr
[
Tn(γ ;k; P )K1(γ ;k;q; P )
× Tm(γ ;q; P )l Fm
(
q2, P2
)
Ul(zq)K2(γ ;k;q; P )
]
(B.6)
with the driving term given by
V Z
(
j, r,k2
) := 2
π
N∑
n=1
∫
dzk
√
1− z2kU j(zk)
× A−1rn
(
k2, P2, zk
)
Zn
(
k2, P2, zk
)
. (B.7)
This procedure does not require the set of covariants to be orthog-
onal, it is completely general, also with respect to the kernel, the
driving term, and possible terms multiplying the amplitude on the
left-hand side of the BSE. All terms and projections are included
correctly via the matrix A. In the case considered in the present
work, f = 1 and the driving term has the standard form for pseu-
doscalar mesons, Eq. (27).
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